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Monthly Questions
Kinder:
Math:
What number is greater:
91 or 19?
Reading:
How do you start a
sentence?
Science:
What is a gas? Does a gas
change shapes?

Third:
Math:
Explain the Distributive
Property of Multiplication.
Reading:
Give 2 examples of a
simile and 2 of a
metaphor. Label each
Science:
Explain refraction,
reflection and absorption
of light.

First:
Math:
Which doubles fact helps
you solve 8+9?
Reading:
Underline the common
nouns. Circle the proper
nouns.
Ben and John visit
Turnstile National Park
because they want to learn
more about the trees and
flowers.
Science:
What are stars?
Fourth:
Math:
I am a number between 60
and 100. My ones digit is 2
less than my tens digit. I
am a prime number. What
number am i?
Reading:
Explain a cause and effect
relationship in a story.
Science:
How is using the brakes of
a bike an example of
friction?
Writing:
What is the correct way to
cite evidence?

Second:
Math:
How can a ten help you
subtract?
Reading:
What is the difference
between Authors Purpose
and Main Idea? Give an
example of each.
Science:
Name 3 types of soil. How
are they different?

Math:
Jacques caught 3 fish
weighing a total of 23 ½
pounds. Two of the fish
weighed 9 5/8 and 6 ¼
pounds. How much did the
third fish weigh?
Reading:
What does the glossary tell
us?
Science:
In what part of the water
cycle does water flow across
the earth’s surface and back
into the ocean?
Writing:
What is the writing process?

Submit your answers to your teacher by January 20 or to Mrs. Sanchez
If you answer correctly you will be entered in a raffle to win a $5 gift card .

New Year’s Resolution was and here’s what they found…
Be helpful around the…
Study more
Students
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Valentine’s Day
Grams on Sale
January 11
NO SCHOOL
January 16
(First Deposit Form Released)

January 17
Class & Make-Up
Picture Day!
January 18
NO SCHOOL
Teacher Planning Day
January 23
Barnes & Noble Night
(5:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.)

January 27
College Shirt Day!
January 30

By: Daniela Garcia

Isabella Arias & Brandon Santacruz asked 45 students what their

Be nicer to others

Yearbooks go on
SALE!
January 9

AcadeMir
Toy Drive
Thank

For the Mad Lib on the
right, sit with a partner.
Choose a word for
each part of speech
specified. Read the
story out loud, filling
your words in the
blanks. Laugh and
laugh some more.

Eat healthier foods

Upcoming
Events

Fifth Grade Class Trip

Fifth:

th
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We had a
successful toy
drive this year.
About 200 toys
were collected
and donated to
charity for the
less fortunate
children. They will
distribute those
toys on
Christmas Day on
behalf of
AcadeMir Charter

DECEMBER Field Trips
By: Mia Alonso & Isabella Padron

Try this…
Want to get featured in
next month’s
newspaper? Send us your
best short story for this
prompt for a chance to
win!
Spreading
kindness

is very important at
AcadeMir. What are
some ways you can
spread kindess at
our school?
___________________
___________________
___________________
byline
[Name]
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
Word of the Week Crossword
By: Tiffany Camacho & Sophia Muniz

Across:
2.___________________
absolutely necessary
4. socially or conventionally
___________________
correct;
respectable
6. to make something damaged
usable
again
___________________
7. a sudden rush or burst of
wind,
water, fire, or smoke
___________________
9. threatened with a danger or
with extinction
___________________
10. to disappear from sight;
become invisible
12.___________________
to occur or be between two
things
13.___________________
to be greater in strength or
influence; victory

___________________

Down:
1. ___________________
the land next to the see
2. to vote for someone or
something
___________________
3. to come down upon
5. to remove or get rid of
8.___________________
short in supply
11. to shake or tremble with
___________________
cold,
fear, or excitement
13. to convince a person to do
something
___________________
14. to change; to make different;
to___________________
modify

___________________
_____

